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Confluence and versal unfolding of Pfaffian systems
Toshio Oshima
Abstract. A versal unfolding of a Pfaffian system with irregu-
lar singularities on the Riemann sphere is studied through its middle
convolution. If the system is rigid, it is realized as a confluent limit of
a rigid Fuchsian system. We show that the versal unfolding of a rigid
Pfaffian system is extended to a versal KZ equation regarding singu-
lar points as variables. Appell’s hypergeometric equations and their
confluences are the simple examples.
1. Introduction
In [16] we introduce a versal unfolding of a single linear ordinary differential
equation with unramified irregular singularities in P1, which is an embedding of
the equation into a Fuchsian equation containing singular points as holomorphic
parameters. We require that the index of rigidity is stable under the unfolding. For
example, a versal unfolding of Hermite equation is an embedding into an equation
with singular points 1t1 and
1
t2
isomorphic to Gauss hypergeometric equation :
(1.1) (1− t1x)(1− t2x)ũ′′ + (λ̄1 + λ̄2x)ũ′ + µ̄
(
λ̄2 − t1t2(µ̄+ 1)
)
ũ = 0.
We note that the Riemann scheme of the unfolding is defined from that of the
original equation and hence we know the procedure to get a Hermite equation from
Gauss hypergeometric equation as a confluence limit. This enables us to study
the original equation through the Fuchsian equation which we expect easier to be
analyzed.
The existence of the unfolding of any irreducible equation with unramified ir-
regular singularities is conjectured in [16]. We study there the middle convolution
and versal addition acting on the versal unfolding and prove that the conjecture
is stable under these operations of the original equation, which implies that the
conjecture is true, for example, when the equation is a rigid single equation.
In this note we study versal unfolding of Pfaffian systems. A Pfaffian system
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on the Riemann sphere P1 is a differential equation
(1.2)
du
dx
=
( p∑
j=1
rj∑
i=1
Aj,i
(x− aj)i
−
r0∑
i=2
A0,ix
i−2
)
u.
Here Aj,i are constant square matrices of size N and u is a vector of N unknown
functions. The integer N is called the rank of the Pfaffian system. The points
a1, . . . , ap and ∞ are singular points of the equation. If r0 = r1 = · · · = rp = 1,
the differential equation (1.2) is called a Fuchsian system. Let MN (C) denote the
space of square matrices of size N with entries in C.
The versal unfolding of the equation (1.2) is
dũ
dx
=
( p∑
j=1
rj∑
i=1
Ãj,i
(x− aj,1)(x− aj,2) · · · (x− aj,i)
−
r0∑
i=2
Ã0,ix
i−2
(1− a0,2x)(1− a0,2x) · · · (1− a0,ix)
)
ũ.
(1.3)
Here Ãj,i ∈ MN (C) holomorphically depend on parameters a = (a0,2, . . . , a0,r0 ,
a1,1, . . . , a1,r1 , . . . , ap,1, . . . , ap,rp) which coincides with Aj,i when a =
(0, . . . , 0, a1, . . . , a1, . . . , ap, . . . , ap). Moreover the index of rigidity (cf. §2)
does not depend on the parameters.
If the points aj,i (i = 1, . . . , rj , j = 1, . . . , p) and ∞ = a−10,1 and a
−1
0,i (i =
2, . . . , r0) in P1 are mutually different, the equation (1.3) is a Fuchsian system
(1.4)
dũ
dx
=
( p∑
j=1
rj∑
i=1
Cj,i
x− aj,i
+
r0∑
i=2
C0,i
x− a−10,i
)
ũ
with suitable matrices Cj,i ∈ MN (C).
As is given in §5 the versal Gauss Pfaffian system is
(1.5)
dũ
dx
= −
(
(
λ1+t1µ λ2
µ t2µ
)
(1− t1x)
+
(
0 0
λ1+t2µ λ2+t2(t2−t1)µ
)
x
(1− t1x)(1− t2x)
)
ũ.
Katz [8] introduces the operation called middle convolution for the study of
rigid local systems and the middle convolution of the Fuchsian system
(1.6)
du
dx
=
p∑
j=1
Aj
x− aj
u
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is interpreted by [2] as an operation on matrices Aj . In §4–5 we define a middle
convolution of the versal unfolding (1.3) of the equation (1.2) through the analytic
continuation of that of the Fuchsian system (1.4). This assures the existence of
versal unfolding in many cases. In particular the conjecture is true for a rigid
Pfaffian system. Note that the confluent limit of the middle convolution defines
that of the Pfaffian system (1.2) which has been introduced by several papers
(cf. [9, 19, 21]).
Suppose the Fuchsian equation (1.6) is rigid. Then we regard the singular
points aj as variables and it is shown by [3] that the equation is extended to KZ
(Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov) equation
(1.7)
∂u
∂xi
=
∑
ν ̸=i
0≤ν≤p
Ai,ν
xi − xν
u (i = 0, . . . , p)
with A0,j = Aj , x0 = x and xj = aj (j = 1, . . . , p). Here
(1.8) Ai,j = Aj,i, [Ai,j , Ak,ℓ] = [Ai,j , Ai,k +Aj,k] = 0
for mutually different indices i, j, k and ℓ. The spectral type of A0,j is given by [2]
and that of Ai,j with i > 0 is clarified by [15], where the relation (1.8) is essential.
If the equation (1.2) is rigid, the versal unfolding (1.3) is also rigid and therefore
(1.4) has an extension to a KZ equation. Then by an analytic continuation we
have in §7 a versal confluence of the extended KZ equation where the extension
of the original equation (1.2) to the equation with several variables is realized by
a specialization of parameters. Hence the rigid equation (1.2) is extended to a
Pfaffian system with the p+ 1 variables (x0, x1, . . . , xp) = (x, a1, . . . , ap).
2. Notation and preliminary results
For each singular point of the Pfaffian system (1.2) there exist N independent
formal solutions. By a linear fractional transformation, we may assume the origin
is a singular point. If the origin is a ramified irregular singular point, it becomes
unramified under a new coordinate y = x
1
p with a suitable positive integer p. We
assume that the origin is a regular singular point or an unramified irregular singular
point. Then the studies by Hukuhara, Turrittin and Levelt assure that the equation
has formal solutions
(2.1) uν(x) =
(
Cνx
λν,0 logkν x+
∞∑
i=1
N−1∑
j=0
Cν,i,jx
λν,0+i logj x
)
exp
(
−
r−1∑
i=1
λν,i
i!xi
)
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so that the main terms
(2.2)
�
Cνx
λν,0 logkν x
�
exp
�
−
r−1�
i=1
λν,i
i!xi
�
(ν = 1, . . . , N)
of the solutions are linearly independent (cf. [20]). Here uν(x), Cν and Cν,i,j are
column vectors of size N . Then
��r−1
i=0 λν,ix
i | ν = 1, . . . , N
�
is called the set of
characteristic exponents of the equation (1.2) (cf. [16]). For simplicity we assume
kν = 0 for ν = 1, . . . , N . Suppose the multiplicity of a characteristic exponent
λν(x) equals mν . The the set
(2.3)
�
[λν(x)]mν | ν = 1, . . . , n
�
with [λν(x)]mν =
⎛
⎜⎝
λν(x)
...
λν(x)
⎞
⎟⎠ ∈ C[x]mν
is called the set of generalized characteristic exponents at the singular point if
kν = 0 in the above and N = m1 + · · ·+mn. We define maps
(2.4) πk : {1, . . . , N} → {1, . . . , N}
for k = 1, 2, . . . , r such that
π1(ν) = ν (ν = 1, . . . , N),
πk(ν) = πk(ν
′) ⇔ deg(λν(x)− λν′(x)) < k − 1 (k = 2, . . . , r),
πk({1, . . . , N}) = {1, . . . ,πk(N)}.
Put
nk := πk(n), m
(k)
i :=
�
πk(ν)=i
mν (i = 1, . . . , nk).(2.5)
Then
(2.6) m(k) : N = m
(k)
1 + · · ·+m(k)nk (k = 1, . . . , r)
is a partition of N . Note that n1 = n and m
(1)
i = mi. We may assume
(2.7) 1 ≤ ν ≤ ν′ ≤ N ⇒ πk(ν) ≤ πk(ν′)
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by a permutation of the indices ν of λν(x). Then we note that for any k > 1 and
ν = 1, . . . , rk, there exists an integer ν
′ such that
m
(k)
1 + · · ·+m(k)ν = m
(k−1)
1 + · · ·+m
(k−1)
ν′
and m(k−1) is a refinement of m(k). The tuple of partitions {m(1), . . . ,m(r)} is
called a spectral type of the equation at the singular point and represented by the
series of figures separated by | as m(1)1 · · ·m
(1)
n1 |m
(2)
1 · · ·m
(2)
n2 | · · · |m
(r)
1 · · ·m
(r)
nr .
In this paper we assume the equation (1.2) has no unramified irregular singular
points. Let {[λj,ν ]mj,ν | ν = 1, . . . , nj} be the set of generalized characteristic
exponents at the singular points aj for j = 1, . . . , p and ∞ for j = 0 and the
corresponding spectral types
mj = {m(1)j , . . . ,m
(rj)
j } with m
(k)
j : N = m
(k)
j,1 + · · ·+m
(k)
j,nj,k
(k = 1, . . . , rj)
are the sets of partitions of N . Here we define the characteristic exponents at a
singular point by applying a suitable coordinate transformation x �→ x−a or x �→ 1x
so that the singular point corresponds to the origin of the new coordinate. Then
the generalized Riemann scheme (GRS) is the table
(2.8)
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
x = ∞ x = a1 · · · x = ap
[λ0,1(x)]m0,1 [λ1,1(x)]m1,1 · · · [λp,1(x)]mp,1
...
... · · ·
...
[λ0,n0(x)]m0,n0 [λ1,n1(x)]m1,n1 · · · [λp,np(x)]mp,np
⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭
.
In this paper we always assume the Fuchs relation
(2.9)
p�
j=0
nj�
ν=1
mj,νλj,ν(0) = 0,
which is satisfied if the system is Fuchsian or it is transformed into Hukuhara
normal form at each singular point by the Gauge transformation with GL(N,C[[x]]).
Here C[[x]] is the ring of formal power series at the singular point. (Cf. [16] for single
differential equations).
The set of spectral type of the equation is the set {m0, . . . ,mp} and is ex-
pressed by arranging the expression of mj separated by “,”. This notation is
frequently used in [13] for a Fuchsian equation and given by [16] in general (cf.
[16] for examples). The unfolded Fuchsian spectral type of m is the spectral type�
m
(k)
j
�
1≤k≤rj , j=0,...,p
of a Fuchsian differential equation with (r0 + · · ·+ rp) reg-
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ular singular points, whose expression is obtained by replacing “ | ” by “,” in the
expression of m. The spectral types of Gauss hypergeometric equation and its
confluence called Kummer’s equation are expressed by
11, 11, 11 and 11|11, 11.
A given spectral type m is called irreducibly realizable if there exists an irreducible
Pfaffian system (1.2) which has the GRS (2.8) for generic λj,ν satisfying (2.9).
The condition so that m is irreducibly realizable is solved by [1] when (1.2) is
Fuchsian, namely, λj,ν are constant, and by [4] in general allowing unramified
irregular singularities. Then the dimension of parameters with a fixed GRS, which
is called accessory parameters, equals 2− idxm. Here idxm, the index of rigidity,
defined by [8] is
idxm = 2N2 −
p∑
j=0
rj∑
k=1
(
N2 −
nj,k∑
ν=1
(
m
(k)
j,ν
)2)
= 2N2 −
p∑
j=0
(
N2 −
nj∑
ν=1
m2j,ν
)
−
p∑
j=0
nj∑
ν=1
nj∑
ν′=1
deg
(
λj,ν − λj,ν′
)
,
(2.10)
where we put deg 0 = 0 (cf. [16, Lemma 3.5 i) ]).
Since we examine matrices and functions with meromorphic parameters, we
recall a certain result given by [12].
Let M be a C∞-manifold and let U be a connected convex open subset of Cℓ.
We denote by D′(M) the space of Schwartz distributions on M . Here M may be
a finite set. Suppose that meromorphic functions f1(λ), . . . , fm(λ) of U valued in
D′(M) are given. Moreover suppose there exists a non-zero holomorphic function
φ(λ) on U such that f1, . . . , fm are holomorphic on Uφ = {λ ∈ U ; φ(λ) ̸= 0} and
dimVλ = m for any λ ∈ Uφ by putting Vλ =
∑m
j=1 Cfj(λ). For µ ∈ U we put
V̄µ = {f(0); f is a holomorphic function on {t ∈ C; |t| < 1} valued in D′(M)
and there exists a holomorphic curve c : {t ∈ C; |t| < 1} → U such that
c(t) ∈ Uφ and f(t) ∈ Vc(t) for 0 < |t| ≪ 1 and c(0) = µ}.
Definition 2.1. We call V̄µ the closure of the holomorphic family of the
spaces Vλ (λ ∈ Uφ) at µ and V̄µ (µ ∈ U) the completion of the holomorphic family.
It follows from [18, Proposition 2.21] that dim V̄µ ≥ m. We define that a point
µ ∈ U \ Uφ is a removable (resp. unremovable) singular point if dimVµ = m
(resp. dimVµ > m).
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Theorem 2.2 ([12, Lemma 6.3]). Retain the notation above. If µ is a remov-
able singular point of the spaces Vλ, then there exist a neighborhood Uµ of µ and
holomorphic functions h1(λ), . . . , hm(λ) on Uµ valued in D′(M) such that they are
linearly independent for any λ ∈ Uµ. They span V̄λ for any λ ∈ Uµ.
Conversely the existence of {h1(λ), . . . , hm(λ)} with this property implies that
µ is a removable singular point.
If there is no unremovable singular point in U , we may choose Uµ = U and we
call the set of functions {h1(λ), . . . , hm(λ)} a complete base of the holomorphic fam-
ily. If there is another complete base {h̃1(λ), . . . , h̃m(λ)}, then there exist holomor-
phic functions ci,j(λ) on U such that h̃i(λ) =
∑m
j=1 ci,j(λ)hj(λ) for i = 1, . . . ,m.
We note that there is no unremovable singular point when dimU = 1.
Example 2.3. The set
{
fi(x,a) =
1
x−ai | i = 1, . . . ,m
}
is a holomorphic
family of the functions a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Cm valued in rational functions of x,
which has no unremovable singular point. The set
{
hi(x,a) =
1
(x−a1)(x−a2)···(x−ai) |
i = 1, . . . ,m
}
is a complete base of this family, which is essential in this note. Note
that
{
xi
(x−a1)···(x−am) | i = 0, . . . ,m− 1
}
is also a complete base of this family.
Another important example without an unremovable singular point is{
eλσ(1)x1+···+λσ(m)xm | σ ∈ Sm
}
, which is examined in [11, §1]. Here Sm is the
permutation group of the set of indices {1, . . . ,m} and (λ1, . . . ,λm) ∈ Cm.
3. An example of middle convolution
Consider a Pfaffian system
(3.1)
du
dx
=
A1
x
u+
A2
x(x− c)u
with A1, A2 ∈ MN (C). We will explain the middle convolution of this system
which we expect to depend holomorphically on the parameter c in a neighborhood
of 0. Since 1x(x−c) =
1
c
(
1
x−c −
1
x
)
, we have
(3.2)
du
dx
=
C1
x
u+
C2
x− cu with C1 = A1 −
1
cA2 and C2 =
1
cA2,
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namely
(
1
x
1
x(x−c)
)
= T
(
1
x
1
x−c
)
with T =
(
1 0
− 1c
1
c
)
and S = T−1 =
(
1 0
1 c
)
,
u′ = (A1, A2)
(
1
x
1
x(x−c)
)
u = (A1, A2)T
(
1
x
1
x−c
)
u.
(3.3)
Here and hereafter matrices are block matrices with elements inMN (C) if otherwise
stated.
Apply the Riemann-Liouville integral to the solution u(x) of (3.1):
ũ(x) :=
(
Iµ+1
u
x
Iµ+1
u
x−c
)
with
(
Iµv
)
(x) :=
1
Γ(µ)
∫ x
a
v(t)(x− t)µ−1dx.
Here µ ∈ C and a is a singular point of the system, namely, a = 0, c or ∞. Then
(Iµ+1v)
′ = Iµ+1(v
′) and Iµ+1(xv
′) = xIµ+1(v
′)− (µ+ 1)Iµ+1(v). Since
(
x(ux )
′
(x− c)( ux−c )
′
)
=
((
C1−1
x +
C2
x−c
)
u(
C1
x +
C2−1
x−c
)
u
)
=
(
C1 − 1 C2
C1 C2 − 1
)(
u
x
u
x−c
)
,
ũ(x) is a solution of the system
dũ
dx
=
(
C1 + µ C2
0 0
)
x
ũ+
(
0 0
C1 C2 + µ
)
x− c ũ =
((
1
x
1
x−c
)
(C1, C2) +
(µ
x
µ
x−c
))
ũ.
This system is the convolution of (3.2) defined by [2].
Putting
(3.4) û(x) :=
(
Iµ+1
u
x
Iµ+1
u
x(x−c)
)
,
we will examine the equation satisfied by û(x). Since û(x) = T ũ(x), we have
û′ = T
((
1
x
1
x−c
)
(C1, C2) + µ
(
1
x
1
x−c
))
Sû
=
(( 1
x
1
x(x−c)
)
(A1, A2) + µT
(
1
x
1
x +
c
x(x−c)
)
S
)
û
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=
(( 1
x
1
x(x−c)
)
(A1, A2) +
µ
x
(
1
1
)
+
cµ
x(x− c)
(
1 0
− 1c
1
c
)(
0 0
0 1
)(
1 0
1 c
))
û
=
(
A1 + µ A2
0 µ
)
x
û+
(
0 0
A1 + µ A2 + cµ
)
x(x− c) û.
Hence we have the convolution
dû
dx
=
( Â1
x
+
Â2
x(x− c)
)
û, Â1 =
(
A1 + µ A2
0 µ
)
, Â2 =
(
0 0
A1 + µ A2 + cµ
)
(3.5)
of the system (3.1) satisfied by (3.4).
Put K :=
{(
v1
v2
) ∣∣∣∣
(
A1 A2
A2 cA2
)(
v1
v2
)
= 0
}
. Then for
(
v1
v2
)
∈ K, we have
A1v1 +A2v2 = A2(v1 + cv2) = 0,
(Â1 − µ)
(
v1
v2
)
=
(
A1 A2
0 0
)(
v1
v2
)
= 0,
Â2
(
v1
v2
)
=
(
0 0
A1 + µ A2 + cµ
)(
v1
v2
)
= µ
(
0
v1 + cv2
)
∈ K.
Moreover L :=
{(v0
0
) ∣∣∣ (A1 + µ)v0 = 0
}
satisfies Â1L = Â2L = {0}. Then Â1
and Â2 induce linear transformations on the quotient space V̄ = C2N/(K+L). Let
Ā1 and Ā2 be matrices corresponding to the induced linear transformations on V̄
with respect a suitable base of V̄ . We define that the system
(3.6) ū′ =
( Ā1
x
+
Ā2
x(x− c)
)
ū
is the middle convolution of (3.1). We are interested in the case when A1 and A2
and K + L holomorphically depend on c and hence so are Ā1 and Ā2.
Remark 3.1. Suppose A1 and A2 holomorphically depend on c. Then there
exist a non-negative integer k and a base {w1, . . . , wk} of K + L for a generic c.
We may assume wj holomorphically depend on c and then Theorem 2.2 assures
the existence of a base {w̃1, . . . , w̃k} of K + L for a generic c such that w̃1, . . . , w̃k
holomorphically depend on c and moreover they are linearly independent for any
c. Then Aνw̃j =
∑k
i=1 aν,i,jw̃i with holomorphic functions aν,i,j of c for ν = 1, 2
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and therefore the space
�k
j=1 Cw̃j is invariant by A1 and A2 for any c. Then we
define V̂ = C2N/
�k
j=1 Cw̃j and get the middle convolution with (Ā1, Ā2) which
holomorphically depends on c.
4. Middle convolution – a special case
First we examine the convolution of the system
(4.1)
du
dx
=
r�
i=1
Ai
(x− a1) · · · (x− ai)
u
of rank N . It is essentially same as in the preceding section but the calculation is
a little more complicated. Put
(4.2) pi(x) =
1
x− ai
, qi(x) = p1(x) · · · pi(x).
Note that {q1(x), . . . , qr(x)} is a complete base of the holomorphic family
{p1(x), . . . , pr(x)} with respect to (a1, . . . , ar) ∈ Cr (cf. Example 2.3).
For a solution u(x) of the system, the convolution of this system is the equation
satisfied by the function
û(x) =
⎛
⎜⎝
Iµ+1(q1u)
...
Iµ+1(qru)
⎞
⎟⎠ with Iµ(v)(x) =
1
Γ(µ)
� x
c
v(t)(x− t)µ−1dt.
Here c = aj or ∞ and µ is a complex parameter. Note that
1
x− ai
=
i�
j=1
�j−1
ν=1(ai − aν)
(x− a1) · · · (x− aj)
,
1
(x− a1) · · · (x− ai)
=
i�
j=1
�
1≤ν≤i
ν ̸=j
(aj − aν)−1
x− aj
.
(4.3)
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Hence we have
p = Sr(a)q, Sr(a) := (Si,j(a))1≤i≤r
1≤j≤r
, Si,j(a) :=
�
0 (i < j),
si,{1,...,j−1}(a) (i ≥ j),
q = Tr(a)p, Tr(a) := (Ti,j(a))1≤i≤r
1≤j≤r
, Ti,j(a) :=
�
0 (i < j),
tj,{1,...,i}\{j}(a) (i ≥ j)
(4.4)
by denoting
p =
⎛
⎜⎝
p1
...
pr
⎞
⎟⎠ , q =
⎛
⎜⎝
q1
...
qr
⎞
⎟⎠ ,(4.5)
si,{j1,,...,jk}(a) =
k�
ν=1
(ai − ajν ) and ti,{j1,...,jk}(a) = si,{j1,...,jk}(a)
−1.(4.6)
Putting ũ(x) =
⎛
⎜⎝
Iµ+1(p1u)
...
Iµ+1(pru)
⎞
⎟⎠ and (C1, . . . , Cr) = (A1, . . . , Ar)Tr(a), u(x) and
ũ(x) are solutions of
du
dx
=
r�
i=1
Ci
x− ai
u
and
dũ
dx
=
�
p(C1, . . . , Cr) + µDiag(p1, . . . , pr)
�
ũ,
respectively. Here p is a column vector of elements in MN (C) and Diag(c1, . . . , cr)
denote the block diagonal matrix with the i-th diagonal element ci. If ci are scalars,
they are also identified with scalar matrices in MN (C). Hence û(x) = Tr(a)ũ(x) is
a solution of the system
dû
dx
= Tr(a)
�
p(C1, . . . , Cr) + µDiag(p1, . . . , pr)
�
Sr(a)
�
û
=
�
q(A1, . . . , Ar) + µTr(a)Diag(p1, . . . , pr)Sr(a)
�
û,
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which is the convolution of the system (4.1). The system equals
dû
dx
=
r�
j=1
Âj
(x− a1) · · · (x− aj)
û,(4.7)
where we define
Dr(a) := Tr(a)Diag(p1, . . . , pr)Sr(a) =
r�
j=1
Dr,j(a)qj ,(4.8)
Â(x) := q(A1, . . . , Ar) + µDr(a) =
r�
j=1
Âjqj .(4.9)
Here Dr,j(a) and Âj are matrices of size rN which do not depend on x and
Dr(a) =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 0 · · ·
t1,2 t2,1 0 0 · · ·
t1,23 t2,13 t3,12 0 · · ·
...
...
...
. . .
. . .
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
p1
p2
p3
. . .
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 0 · · ·
1 s2,1 0 0 · · ·
1 s3,1 s3,12 0 · · ·
...
...
...
. . .
. . .
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
,(4.10)
p1 = q1, p2 = q1 + s2,1q2, p3 = q1 + s3,1q2 + s3,12q3, . . .(4.11)
and for simplicity we denote s3,12 = s3,{1,2}(a) etc. Then, for example, we have
Dr,1 = 1rN , Dr,2 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 · · ·
1 s2,1 0 · · ·
0 1 s3,1
. . .
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
, Dr,3 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
1 s3,1 s3,12 0 0 · · ·
0 1 s4,1 + s4,2 s4,12 0 · · ·
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(4.12)
by (4.6), (4.8), (4.10) and (4.11).
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Example 4.1. When r = 3, the convolution of the system (4.1) equals
dû
dx
=
⎛
⎝
A1 + µ A2 A3
0 µ 0
0 0 µ
⎞
⎠
x− a1
û+
⎛
⎝
0 0 0
A1 + µ A2 + (a2 − a1)µ A3
0 µ (a3 − a1)µ
⎞
⎠
(x− a1)(x− a2)
û
+
⎛
⎝
0 0 0
0 0 0
A1 + µ A2 + (a3 − a1)µ A3 + (a3 − a1)(a3 − a2)µ
⎞
⎠
(x− a1)(x− a2)(x− a3)
û.
(4.13)
Moreover under the notation in Lemma 4.2 ii) we have
K =
⎛
⎝
A1 A2 A3
A2 A3 + s2,1A2 s3,1A3
A3 s3,1A3 s3,12A3
⎞
⎠ .
Let Dr,k,i,j(a) be the (i, j) element of Dr,k(a). Then
Dr,k,i,j(a) =
r�
ν=1
Ti,ν(a)Sν,k(a)Sν,j(a) = Dr,j,i,k(a)(4.14)
=
i�
ν=max{k, j}
tν,{1,2,...,i}\{ν}sν,{1,2,...,k−1}sν,{1,...,j−1},
=
i�
ν=max{k, j}
tν,{k,k+1,...,i}\{ν}sν,{1,...,j−1}
Dr,k,i,j(ta) = t
j+k−i−1Dr,k,i,j(ta) (∀t ∈ C \ {0}).(4.15)
Lemma 4.2. i) Dr,k,i,j(a) are homogeneous polynomials of a with degree
j + k − i− 1. In particular
Dr,k,i,j(a) =
�
0 (i < k or i < j or i > j + k − 1),
1 (i = j + k − 1).
ii) Put K =
⎛
⎜⎝
(A1, . . . , Ar)Dr,1(a)
...
(A1, . . . , Ar)Dr,r(a)
⎞
⎟⎠ and L =
�
⎛
⎜⎝
v0
0
...
⎞
⎟⎠ ∈ CrN
���� (A1 + µ)v0 = 0
�
.
Then K = {v ∈ CrN | Kv = 0} and L satisfies ÂjK ⊂ K and ÂjL = {0} for
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j = 1, . . . , r.
Proof. i) Put π(a) =
�
1≤i<j≤r(ai − aj). Then π(a)LDr(a) is a matrix of poly-
nomials of a for a suitable integer L. We may put L = 0 if we show that Dr(a) is
holomorphic with respect to a in a small neighborhood Uij of a generic point of a
hypersurface defined by ai = aj . Put q̃j = pipj and q̃ν = pν for ν ̸= j. Since the
transformation of (q1, . . . , qr) to (q̃1, . . . , q̃r) and that of (q̃1, . . . , q̃r) to (q1, . . . , qr)
holomorphically depend on a ∈ Uij , it is sufficient to show that the same claim is
valid for the system u′ =
�r
j=1 q̃jBju. It follows from Example 2.3 that we may
assume (i, j) = (1, 2) and in this case the corresponding convolution (B̃1, . . . , B̃r)
is given by
r�
i=1
q̃jB̃j =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
q̃1
q̃2
q̃3
...
q̃r
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(B1, B2, B3, . . . , Br) + µ
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
q̃1 0
q̃2 q̃1+(a2 − a1)q̃2
q̃3
. . .
q̃r
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
Hence B̃j are polynomial functions of a and we can conclude that Dr,k(a) are also
polynomials of a.
If i > j + k − 1, the identity (4.15) implies Dr,k,i,j(a) = 0.
Lastly we determine the constant Dr,k,j+k−1,j(a) = Dr,j,j+k−1,k(a). Then we
may assume j ≤ k and
Dr,k,j+k−1,j(a) =
j+k−1�
ν=k
tν,{k,k+1,...,j+k−1}\{ν}sν,{1,...,j−1},
which equals 1 when j = 1. If j > 1, we can restrict this function on aj+k−1 = aj−1
and we have
Dr,k,j+k−1,j(a) =
j+k−2�
ν=k
tν,{k,k+1,...,j+k−2}\{ν}sν,{1,...,j−2},
which equals 1 by the induction on j. Thus we have completed the proof.
ii) K0 = {ṽ ∈ CrN | Diag(C1, . . . , Cr)ṽ = 0} satisfies ÃjK0 ⊂ K0
for j = 1, . . . , r. Hence K1 := {v̂ ∈ CrN | Diag(C1, . . . , Cr)Sr(a)v̂ =
0} satisfies ÂjK1 ⊂ K1 for j = 1, . . . , r. Since Ci =
�r
ν=1 AνTν,i, the
(i, j) block of Diag(C1, . . . , Cr)Sr(a) equals
�r
ν=1 AνTν,i(a)Si,j(a) and that of
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tSr(a)Diag(C1, . . . , Cr)Sr(a) equals
r�
ν=1
r�
k=1
Sk,i(a)AνTν,k(a)Sk,j(a) =
r�
ν=1
AνDr,i,ν,j(a)
and therefore K = K1. It is clear that ÂiL = {0} for i = 1, . . . , r. 
Owing to Lemma 4.2 we have the following remark.
Remark 4.3. If we restrict to a1 = · · · = ar = a, the convolution of the
system
(4.16)
du
dx
=
r�
j=1
Aj
(x− a)j u
is give by
(4.17)
dû
dx
=
r�
j=1
Âj
(x− a)j û with Âj =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 · · · 0
...
...
... · · ·
...
j) A1 + µ A2 A3 · · · Ar
0 µ 0 · · · 0
0 0 µ · · · 0
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
and
(4.18) K =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
A1 A2 · · · Ar−1 Ar
A2 A3 · · · Ar 0
... . . .
...
Ar 0 · · · 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
=
�
Ai+j−1
�
1≤i≤r
1≤j≤r
with Aν = 0 for ν > r.
5. Middle convolution
In this section we examine the middle convolution of the general system
du
dx
=
� p�
j=1
rj�
i=1
Aj,i
(x− aj,1)(x− aj,2) · · · (x− aj,i)
−
r0�
i=2
A0,ix
i−2
(1− a0,2x)(1− a0,3x) · · · (1− a0,ix)
�
u.
(5.1)
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By a linear fractional transformation of the variable x the system (5.1) is trans-
formed into a system (5.1) with r0 = 1, namely, a system (5.1) without the term
Σr0i=2 in the second line of (5.1). Then restricting the system (4.1) in a neigh-
borhood of the point a1 = · · · = ar1 = a′1, ar1+1 = · · · = ar1+r2−1 = a′2, . . . ,
ar1+···+r′p−1 = · · · = ap = ap′ with a
′
i ̸= a′j (1 ≤ i < j ≤ p′), we have the middle
convolution of the general system (5.1) as a special case of middle convolutions
studied in the previous section, which is sufficient to many purposes.
But we want to have an explicit form of the middle convolution of (5.1). Hence
we will examine the convolution of the system
(5.2)
du
dx
= −
r�
i=2
A′ix
i−2
(1− a2x)(1− a3x) · · · (1− aix)
u
as in the system (4.1). Put
(5.3) p̃i(x) =
−1
x− a−1i
, q̃i(x) = x
i−1
i�
ν=2
(1− aνx)−1.
Then we have
p̃i(x) = y
ai
y − ai
, q̃i(x) = y
i�
ν=2
1
y − aν
with y =
1
x
.(5.4)
Putting a′ = (a2, . . . , ar), we have
p′ = S′r(a
′)q′, S′r(a
′) := (S′i,j)2≤i≤r
2≤j≤r
, S′i,j(a
′) :=
�
0 (i < j),
s′i+1,{2,...,j}(a
′) (i ≥ j),
q′ = T ′r(a
′)p′, T ′r(a
′) := (T ′i,j)2≤i≤r
2≤j≤r
, T ′i,j(a
′) :=
�
0 (i < j),
t′i+1,{2,...,i+1}\{j+1}(a
′) (i ≥ j)
(5.5)
by denoting
p′ =
⎛
⎜⎝
p′2
...
p′r
⎞
⎟⎠ , q′ =
⎛
⎜⎝
q′2
...
q′r
⎞
⎟⎠ ,(5.6)
s′i,{j1,...,jk}(a
′) = ai
k�
ν=1
(ai − ajν ) and t′i,{j1,...,jk}(a
′) = s′i,{j1,...,jk}(a
′)−1.(5.7)
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Then the convolution of the system (5.2) equals
dû
dx
=
�
q′(A′2, · · · , A′r) +D′r(a′)
�
û,
where
(5.8) D′r(a
′) := T ′r(a)Diag(p
′
2, . . . , p
′
r)S
′
r(a
′) =
r�
k=2
D′r,k(a
′)q′k,
namely,
D′r(a
′) =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
t′2 0 0 0 · · ·
t′2,3 t
′
3,2 0 0 · · ·
t′2,34 t
′
3,243 t
′
3,12 0 · · ·
...
...
...
. . .
. . .
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
Diag(p′2, p
′
3, q
′
4, · · · )
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
s′2 0 0 · · · · · ·
s′3 s
′
3,2 0 · · · · · ·
s′4 s
′
4,2 s
′
4,23 0 · · ·
...
...
...
. . .
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
p′2 = s
′
2q2, p
′
3 = s
′
3q
′
2 + s
′
3,2q
′
3, p
′
4 = s
′
4q
′
2 + s
′
4,2q
′
3 + s
′
4,23q
′
4, . . . .
Let D′r,k,i,j be the (i, j) element of D
′
r,k. Then we remark that
D′r,k,i,j(a
′) =
r�
ν=1
T ′i,ν(a
′)S′ν,k(a
′)S′ν,j(a
′) = D′r,j,i,k(a
′)(5.9)
=
i�
ν=max{k, j}
tν+1,{k+1,k+2,...,i+1}\{ν+1}s
′
ν+1,{2,...,j},
T ′i,ν(a
′)S′ν,j(a
′) = Ti−1,ν−1(a
′)Sν−1,j−1(a
′)(5.10)
and we get the following lemma by the same way as in the proof of the previous
lemma.
Lemma 5.1. i) D′r,k,i,j(a
′) are homogeneous polynomials of a′ with degree
j + k − i. In particular
D′r,k,i,j(a
′) =
�
0 (i < k or i < j or i > j + k),
1 (i = j + k).
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ii) Put
K :=
⎛
⎜⎝
(A′2, . . . , A
′
r)Dr−1,1(a
′)
...
(A′2, . . . , A
′
r)Dr−1,r−1(a
′)
⎞
⎟⎠ , K :=
�
v ∈ C(r−1)N
�� Kv = 0
�
,
L :=
�⎛
⎝
(−a3)···(−ar)v
(−a4)···(−ar)v
...
v
⎞
⎠ ∈ C(r−1)N
����
� r�
j=2
� r�
ν=j+1
aν
�
Aj +
� r�
ν=2
aν
�
µ
�
v = 0
�
.
Then we have ÂjK ⊂ K and ÂjL = {0} for j = 1, . . . , r.
Example 5.2. When r = 4,
D′4,2(a
′) =
⎛
⎝
a2 0 0
1 a3 0
0 1 a4
⎞
⎠ , D′4,3(a′) =
⎛
⎝
0 0 0
a3 a3(a3 − a2) 0
1 a3 + a4 − a2 a4(a4 − a2)
⎞
⎠ ,
D′4,4(a
′) =
⎛
⎝
0 0 0
0 0 0
a4 a4(a4 − a2) a4(a4 − a2)(a4 − a3)
⎞
⎠
and the convolution of the system (5.2) with a parameter µ equals
dũ
dx
= −
⎛
⎝
A′2 + a2µ A
′
3 A
′
4
µ a3µ 0
0 µ a4µ
⎞
⎠
1− a2x
ũ−
⎛
⎝
0 0 0
A′2 + a3µ A
′
3 + a3(a3 − a2)µ A′4
µ (a3 + a4 − a2)µ a4(a4 − a2)µ
⎞
⎠x
(1− a2x)(1− a3x)
ũ
−
⎛
⎝
0 0 0
0 0 0
A′2 + a4µ A
′
3 + a4(a4 − a2)µ A′4 + a4(a4 − a2)(a4 − a3)µ
⎞
⎠x2
(1− a2x)(1− a3x)(1− a4x)
ũ.
Under the notation in Lemma 5.1, we have
K =
�
A′2 A
′
3 A
′
4
A′3 (a3 − a2)A′3 +A′4 (a4 − a2)A′4
A′4 (a4 − a2)A′4 (a4 − a2)(a4 − a3)A′4
�
,
L =
��a3a4v
−a4v
v
� ���� (a3a4A
′
2 − a4A′3 +A′4 + a2a3a4µ)v = 0
�
.
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If we put a2 = · · · = ar = 0, the convolution of the system
(5.11)
du
dx
= −
r�
j=2
A′jx
j−2u
is given by
(5.12)
dũ
dx
= −
r�
j=2
Ã′jx
j−2u with Ã′j =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 · · · 0
...
...
... · · ·
...
j − 1) A′2 A
′
3 A
′
4 · · · A′r
µ 0 0 · · · 0
0 µ 0 · · · 0
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
and L ⊂ K.
Combining the results we have studied, we have the convolution
dû
dx
=
� p�
j=1
rj�
i=1
Âj,i
(x− aj,1)(x− aj,2) · · · (x− aj,i)
−
r0�
i=2
Â0,ix
i−2
(1− a0,2x)(1− a0,3x) · · · (x− a0,ix)
�
û.
(5.13)
of the general system (5.1) by the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3 (convolution). The convolution (5.13) of the Pfaffian system
(5.1) is given as follows. Put
a0 = (a0,2, . . . , a0,r0) and aj = (ai,1, . . . , ai,rj ) for j = 1, . . . , p,
q0,i = −
i�
ν=2
(1− a0,νx)−1 and qj,i =
i�
ν=1
(x− ai,ν)−1 for j = 1, . . . , p,
q0 =
⎛
⎝
q0,2
...
a0,r0
⎞
⎠ , qj =
⎛
⎝
qj,1
...
aj,rj
⎞
⎠ for j = 1, . . . , p and q =
⎛
⎝
q0
...
qp
⎞
⎠ ,
A = (A0,2, . . . , A0,r0 , A1,1, . . . , A1,r1 , . . . , Ap,1, . . . , Ap,rp),
D0(a0) = −
r0�
i=2
D′r0,i(a0)q0,i and Dj(aj) =
rj�
i=1
Drj ,i(aj)qj,i (j = 1, . . . , p),
D(a) = Diag
�
D0(a0), . . . ,Dr(ar)
�
.
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Here Drj ,i(aj) (resp. D
′
r0,i
(a0)) are derfined by (4.8) (resp. (5.8)) with (4.4) (resp.
(5.5)). Then the convolution (5.13) is
(5.14)
dû
dx
=
�
qA+ µD(a)
�
û.
Put
K0 =
⎛
⎜⎝
(A0,2, . . . , A0,r0)Dr0−1,1(a0)
...
(A0,2, . . . , A0,r0)Dr0−1,r0−1(a0)
⎞
⎟⎠ , Kj =
⎛
⎜⎝
(Aj,1, . . . , Aj,rj )Drj ,1(aj)
...
(Aj,1, . . . , Aj,rj )Drj ,rj (aj)
⎞
⎟⎠ ,
K = Diag(K0,K1, . . . ,Kp), K = {v ∈ C(r0+···+rp−1)N |Kv = 0},
A∞ =
r0�
i=2
� r0�
ν=i+1
a0,ν
�
A0,i +
� r0�
ν=2
a0,ν
��
µ+
p�
j=1
rj�
i=1
Aj,i
�
,
L0 = {v ∈ CN | A∞v = 0}, L =
�
r0 →
r0+r1 →
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(−a0,3)···(−a0,r0 )v
(−a0,4)···(−a0,r0 )v
...
(−a0,r0 )v
v
−(−a0,2)···(−a0,r0 )v
0
...
−(−a0,2)···(−a0,r0 )v
0
...
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
����� v ∈ L0
�
.
In the above definition of L, the i-th block equals (−a0,i+2) · · · (−a0,r0)v ∈ CN
for 1 ≤ i < r0 and the (r0 + · · · + rj)-th block equals −(−a0,2) · · · (−a0,r0)v for
j = 0, . . . , p− 1 and the other i-th blocks with i > r0 are 0 ∈ CN . Then we have
(5.15) Âj,iK ⊂ K and Âj,iL = {0} for i = 1 + δj,0, . . . , rj and j = 0, . . . , p.
Here δj,k = 1 if j = k and 0 otherwise.
Definition 5.4 (Middle convolution). In the above theorem, Âj,i induce
linear transformations on the quotient space V̄ = C(r0+···+rp−1)N/(K + L). Let
Āj,i be matrices corresponding to the induced linear transformations on V̄ with
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respect a suitable base of V̄ . We define that the system
dū
dx
=
( p∑
j=1
rj∑
i=1
Āj,i
(x− aj,1)(x− aj,2) · · · (x− aj,i)
−
r0∑
i=2
Ā0,ix
i−2
(1− a0,2x)(1− a0,3x) · · · (x− a0,ix)
)
ū
(5.16)
is the middle convolution mcµ of (3.1) with a parameter µ ∈ C.
Suppose Aj,i in the system (5.1) holomorphically depend on a. Since K and L
in Theorem 5.3 depend on a, we denote them by K(a) and L(a), respectively. Let k
and ℓ be the dimensions of K(a) and L(a) for a generic a satisfying a0,2 · · · a0,r ̸= 0.
Note that K(a) ∩ L(a) = {0} in this case. Then Theorem 2.2 implies the relation
dim(K(0) + L(0)) ≥ k + ℓ and the following proposition.
Proposition 5.5. Retain the notation above.
i) Fix a generic a and replace aj,i by aj,1 + t(aj,i − aj,1) for j = 0, . . . , p and
i = 1, . . . , rj with a0,1 = 0. Then we may assume that K̃ = K + L holomorphically
depends on t ∈ Uϵ \ {0} with Uϵ = {t ∈ C | |t| < ϵ} and ϵ > 0, which we denote
by K̃(t). Then Theorem 2.2 assures that we can uniquely define K̃(0) so that K̃(t)
holomorphically depends on t ∈ Uϵ. Using this single parameter t, we can define a
middle convolution which holomorphically depend on t ∈ Uϵ (cf. Remark 3.1).
ii) Let U be an open subset of the space of parameter a such that Aj,i are
holomorphic with respect to the parameter a ∈ U . If the dimension of L(a) +K(a)
is constant for a ∈ U , then Āj,i are holomorphic with respect to a ∈ U . This is
assured if the middle convolution (5.16) defined in i) is irreducible.
Remark 5.6. i) By the restriction a0,2 = · · · = a0,r0 = 0 and aj,1 = · · · =
aj,rj = aj we get the middle convolution of the system (1.2) which coincides with
the middle convolution defined by [19].
ii) Proposition 5.5 i) may relate to Remark 6.2 ii).
iii) Calculation of D(a) in (5.14) is implemented in a computer program in [17].
6. Versal unfolding and confluence
Note that the identity (4.3) implies that the Riemann scheme of the equation
du
dx
=
λk
(x− a1)(x− a2) · · · (x− ak)
u
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equals
�
x = ai (i = 1, . . . , k)
λk
si,{1,...,k}(a1,...,ak)
�
and
�
x = a
λkx
k−1
�
(a1 = · · · = ak = a),
which is an example of versal unfolding of the equation u′ = λ
(x−a)k u.
Let (2.8) be GRS of the system (1.2). Put
λj,ν(x) = λj,ν,0 + λj,ν,1x+ · · ·+ λj,ν,rj−1xrj−1 ∈ C[x] (ν = 1, . . . , nj , j = 0, . . . , p),
a0,1 = 0, a
′
j,i =
�
a−1j,i (j = 0, i = 1, . . . , r0),
aj,i (1 ≤ j ≤ p, i = 1, . . . , rj).
Then the versal unfolding of GRS (2.8) defined by [16] equals
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
x = a′j,i (i = 1, . . . , rj , j = 0, . . . , p)
[λ
(i)
j,1]m(i)j,1
...
[λ
(i)
j,nj,i
]
m
(i)
j,nj,r
⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
and we require that the versal unfolding (1.3) of the system (1.2) has this GRS.
Here
(6.1) λ
(r)
j,ν(a) :=
rj�
k=1
λ̃j,ℓj,r,ν ,k(a)
sr,{1,...,k}
(0 ≤ j ≤ p, 1 ≤ r ≤ rj , 1 ≤ ν ≤ nj,i),
(6.2) λ̃j,ν,k(a0) = λj,ν,k and
p�
j=0
nj�
ν=1
mj,ν λ̃j,ν,0(a) = 0
with a0,1 = 0 and a0 is the point defined by a0,i = 0 (i = 1, . . . , r0) and aj,i = aj
(i = 1, . . . , rj and j = 1, . . . , p). See [16, Example 4.4] for an example of the
unfolding for a single differential equation. Replacing [λ](m) in the example by
[λ]m, we have GRS of a Pfaffian system from that of a single differential equation.
For a function φ(x) of x, the addition Ad(φ) is an automorphism of the ring
of linear differential operators induced from the map u(x) �→ φ(x)u(x). Then
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Ad(φ)
(
d
dx
)
= ddx −
φ′
φ and by the versal additions
AdV0(c0,...,cm)(λ0, . . . ,λm) := Ad
(
exp
(∫ x
c
m∑
k=0
λkds∏k
ν=0(s− cν)
))
(c ∈ C),
AdV0(c0,...,cm)(λ0, . . . ,λm)
( d
dx
)
=
d
dx
−
m∑
k=0
λk∏k
ν=0(x− cν)
,
(6.3)
AdV( 1c1 ,...,
1
cm
)(λ1, . . . ,λm) := Ad
(
exp
(
−
m∑
k=1
∫ x
0
λks
k−1ds
∏k
i=1(1− cis)
))
,
AdV( 1c1 ,...,
1
cm
)(λ1, . . . ,λm)
( d
dx
)
=
d
dx
+
m∑
k=1
λkx
k−1
∏k
i=1(1− cix)
(6.4)
introduced by [13, §2.3], we can shift λj,ν by any polynomial fj(x) with deg fj(x) <
rj except for the constant terms of λ0,ν (cf. [16]). Then applying suitable versal
additions, GRS of the resulting universal unfolding satisfies
(6.5) deg λ
(1)
0,1 < 1 and λ
(i)
j,1 = 0 (i = δ0,j + 1, . . . , rj , j = 0, . . . , p).
Let m = {m(i)j } be a spectral type of a differential equation whose irregular
singularities are unramified. We define three condition for m.
1. m is irreducibly realizable : There exists an irreducible differential equation
with a generic Riemann scheme corresponding to the spectral type m.
2. m is versally realizable : m is irreducibly realizable and the corresponding
equation has a versal unfolding.
3. m has a Fuchsian base : There exists an irreducible Fuchsian differential
equation with a generic Riemann scheme corresponding to the unfolded Fuchsian
spectral type {m(i)j }.
In this paper, we say that the system (1.2) is irreducible if and only if the
condition Aj,iV ⊂ V (i = 1, . . . , rj , j = 1, . . . , p) for a subspace V of CN implies
V = {0} or V = CN . This irreducibility is weaker than the irreducibility as a
D-module which is examined in [13, 14].
Conjecture 6.1 ([16]). The above three conditions are equivalent.
Remark 6.2. i) In [16] we mainly examine when the equations are single
equations with arbitrary orders. In this note we examine when the equations are
Pfaffian systems. The necessary and sufficient condition for 1 is given by [4] and
that for 3 is given by [1]. In fact, these conditions are interpreted to the problem
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characterizing the roots of Kac-Moody root systems by suitable correspondences
between spectral types m and elements of the root lattices. Then the equivalence
of the conditions 1 and 3 is reduced to a problem of roots in two Kac-Moody root
systems. Note that our middle convolutions and versal additions with holomorphic
parameters a are compatible with those for equations with irregular singularities
when a = a0 and also with those for Fuchsian equations when a and GRS of the
equations are generic. Therefore these operations keep the above three conditions
for the spectral type m.
We note that these operations induce the action of the Weyl groups of certain
Kac-Moody root systems. Hence each condition is invariant in the orbit of the
group action of a Weyl group. We remark that [7] shows that there are only finite
orbits with the same index of rigidity and there is a unique spectral type with the
minimal rank in each orbit, which is called a basic spectral type (cf. [16, §5]).
Comparing the correspondence of the roots (cf. [4, 7]), the answer of the Deligne-
Simpson problem given by [4] assures that the condition 3 implies the condition 1,
which is explained in [5]. The author originally wanted to solve the Deligne-Simpson
problem for single equations with irregular singularities by showing the equivalence
of the conditions 1 and 3. But this implication and the Deligne-Simpson problem
are still unsolved for single differential equations. Here the Deligne-Simpson prob-
lem is to characterize GRS with an irreducible differential equation.
ii) Kawakami [10] shows that the system (1.2) satisfying rj ≤ 2 for j = 0, . . . , p
has a versal unfolding. Hence we can conclude that the conjecture is true for the
Pfaffian systems satisfying that the Poincaré rank is not larger than 1 at every
singular points. Moreover the versal unfolding of some basic spectral types m with
idxm ≥ −2 are also given in [6].
iv) If m is rigid, then m is an orbit of the Weyl group containing the trivial
equation u′ = 0 of rank 1. Hence the conjecture is true and we have the following
theorem (cf. [16, §5]).
Theorem 6.3. Any irreducible rigid Pfaffian system (1.2) is realized as a
specialization of its versal unfolding (1.3) which is constructed by successive appli-
cations of versal additions and middle convolutions to the trivial equation v′ = 0
whose rank equals 1.
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7. Several variables
Consider the differential equation
∂u
∂x0
=
( p∑
j=1
rj∑
i=1
Aj,i
(x0 − xj − ej,1)(x0 − xj − ej,2) · · · (x0 − xj − ej,i)
−
r0∑
i=2
A0,ix
i−2
0
(1− a0,2x0)(1− a0,3x0) · · · (1− a0,ix0)
)
u.
(7.1)
In this section we assume that Ai,j do not depend on (x0, x1, . . . , xp) but
holomorphically depend on a and e. Here a = (a0,2, . . . , a0,r0) and e =
(e1,1, . . . .e1,r1 , . . . , ep,rp) with (a, e) ∈ U ⊂ Cr0+r1+···+rp−1 and U is a neighbor-
hood of the origin. Put
π(a, e) =
( p∏
j=1
∏
1≤i<k≤rj
(ej,k − ej,i)
)( r0∏
i=2
a0,i
)( ∏
1≤i<k≤r0
(a0,k − a0,i)
)
,(7.2)
U ′ = {(a, e) ∈ U | π(a, e) ̸= 0}.(7.3)
Note that the equation (7.1) is a Fuchsian system of ordinary differential equation
with the variable x0 if (a, e) ∈ U ′.
We examine its extension to a Pfaffian system
(7.4)
∂u
∂xj
= Aj(x)u (j = 0, . . . , p)
with the integrability condition
(7.5)
∂Aj(x)
∂xi
+Aj(x)Ai(x) =
∂Ai(x)
∂xj
+Ai(x)Aj(x) (0 ≤ i < j ≤ p)
which is equivalent to (1.8) for the system (1.7). Here Aj(x) are suitable square ma-
trices of size N whose entries are rational functions of x and A0(x) is the coefficient
of u in the right hand side of (7.1).
In particular we will show the existence and construction of the extension when
the system (7.1) is rigid. According to the usual expression of Pfaffian forms, the
system (7.4) equals
(7.6) du =
p∑
i=0
Ai(x)u dxi.
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Theorem 7.1. i) Put x0,i = a
−1
0,j for i = 2, . . . , r0 and xj,i = xj + ej,i for
i = 1, . . . , rj and j = 1, . . . , p. Suppose that when (a, e) ∈ U ′, the Fuchsian system
(7.1) with singularities at xj,i and ∞ is extended to a KZ system with variables
(x0, x1, . . . , xp) and that the KZ system is holomorphically extended for (a, e) ∈ U .
Then the middle convolution of (7.1) defined in §5 has the same property.
ii) If the equation (5.1) is a versal unfolding of the irreducible rigid equa-
tion (1.2), then the equation (5.1) is extended to a Pfaffian system with variables
(x, x1, . . . , xp) and a holomorphic parameter (a, e) ∈ U .
Proof. i) The transformation of the equation (7.1) to a Fuchsian system (1.6)
with p replaced by R = r0+· · ·+rp−1 is holomorphic with respect to (a, e) ∈ U ′ and
the transformation between ũ and û is also holomorphic with respect to (a, e) ∈ U ′.
Let û be the generator of the convolution of the equation (7.1) given in the previous
section. Then applying Definition 7.3 to the Fuchsian system, we have a Pfaffian
system dû =
∑p
j=0 Âj(x)û dxj for (a, e) ∈ U ′. Note that Âj(x) are holomorphic
for (a, e) ∈ U ′ and meromorphic with respect to (a, e) ∈ U .
Then we show that the parameter (a, e) of Âj(x) is holomorphically extended to
U . It is sufficient to show that Âj(x) are holomorphic with respect to the parameter
(a, e) in a neighborhood of the generic point of U \ U ′. There are the following
three types of the generic point of U \ U ′.
Case 1. There exist jo, io and i
′
o such that ejo,io = ejo,i′o and 1 ≤ jo ≤ p and
1 ≤ io < i′o ≤ rjo .
Case 2. There exist io and i
′
o such that a0,io = a0,i′o and 2 ≤ io < i
′
o ≤ ro.
Case 3. There exists io such that a0,io = 0 and 2 ≤ io ≤ ro.
When the parameter is in a neighborhood of a generic point classified in Case
1 or Case 2, then as in the proof of Lemma 4.2 i), we can reduce the regularity for
the equation (7.1) with r1 = 2 and rj = 1 (j = 0, 2, . . . , p). We examine this case
in Example 7.5 when p = 2. The result for p = 1 or p > 2 is essentially same as
this case.
When the parameter is in a neighborhood of a generic point classified in Case
3, we can reduce the regularity for the equation (7.1) with r0 = 2 and rj = 1
(j = 1, . . . , p). We examine this case in Example 7.6 when p = 2. The result for
p = 0, 1 or p > 2 is essentially same as this case.
Thus we see that Âj(x) are holomorphic with respect to the parameter (a, e) ∈
U . Let K and L be the subspaces of CRN to define the middle convolution of (7.1)
which are given in Theorem 5.3. Since Âj(x)
(
K+L
)
⊂ K+L for j = 1, . . . , p and
(a, e) ∈ U ′ and moreover K + L holomorphically depends on (a, e) ∈ U , we have
the middle convolution of (7.4) with the holomorphic parameter (a, e) ∈ U .
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ii) As is stated in Theorem 6.3, the versal unfolding of an irreducible rigid
differential equation (7.1) is obtained by successive applications of versal additions
and middle convolutions to the trivial equation. Hence the claim ii) follows from
the claim i). 
Remark 7.2. i) Using a complete base of
{ 1
xj + ej,i − x0
,
1
xj − xk + ej,i − ek,ν
,
1
1− a0,ν′(xj + ej,i)
| i = 1, . . . , rj , k ∈ {1, . . . , p} \ {j}, ν = 1, . . . , rk, ν′ = 2, . . . , r0
}
,
the holomorphic dependence of Aj(x) with respect to (a, e) means that of the
coefficients of linear combination of this base in the expression of Aj(x).
ii) By the restriction ej,i = 0 for i = 1, . . . , rj and j = 1, . . . , p and a0,i = 0 for
i = 2, . . . , r0, we have the extension of the rigid system (1.2) to a Pfaffian system
with p+ 1 variables (x0, x1, . . . , xp) = (x, a1, . . . , ap).
Definition 7.3 ([2, 3]). The convolution
(7.7)
∂ũ
∂xi
=
∑
ν ̸=i
0≤ν≤p
Ãi,ν
xi − xν
u (i = 0, . . . , p)
of the KZ equation (1.7) is defined by
Ã0,j =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
j
0 · · · 0 · · · 0
... · · ·
... · · ·
...
j A0,1 · · · A0,j + µ · · · A0,p
... · · ·
... · · ·
...
0 · · · 0 · · · 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∈ M(pN,C) (1 ≤ j ≤ p)
=
�
(A0,t + µδs,t)δs,j
�
1≤s≤p
1≤t≤p
,
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Ãi,j =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
i j
Ai,j
. . .
i Ai,j +A0,j −A0,j
. . .
j −A0,i Ai,j +A0,i
. . .
Ai,j
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∈ M(pN,C)
(1 ≤ i < j ≤ p)
=
�
Ai,jδs,t +A0,jδs,i(δt,i − δt.j) +A0,iδs,j(δt,j − δt,i)
�
1≤s≤p
1≤t≤p
.
Putting K =
{
u ∈ CpN | Diag(A0,1, . . . , A0,p)u = 0
}
and L =
{( v...
v
)
∈ CpN |
(A0,1 + · · ·+A0,p + µ)v = 0
}
, we have Ãi,j(K + L) ⊂ (K + L) for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ p.
The above Ãi,j are obtained as follows (cf. [3]). Putting uj =
u
x0−xj and ũj =
Iµ+1(uj), we have
∂uj
∂xi
=
1
x0 − xj
∂uj
∂xi
+ δi,j
( ∂
∂xi
1
x0 − xi
)
u
=
Ai,0u
(x0 − xj)(xi − x0)
+
∑
1≤ν≤p, ν ̸=i
Ai,νuj
xi − xν
− δi,j
( ∂
∂x0
1
x0 − xi
)
u.
If i ̸= j, then
u
(x0 − xi)(x0 − xj)
=
1
xi − xj
( u
x0 − xi
− u
x0 − xj
)
=
ui − uj
xi − xj
and
(7.8)
∂ũj
∂xi
=
Ai,0ũj
xi − xj
− Ai,0ũi
xi − xj
+
∑
0≤ν≤p, ν ̸=i
Ai,ν ũj
xi − xν
(i ̸= j).
If i = j, we have
Iµ+1
(( ∂
∂x0
1
x0 − xi
)
u
)
=
∂
∂x0
Iµ+1(ui)− Iµ+1
( 1
x0 − xi
∂u
∂x0
)
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=
∂ũi
∂x0
− Iµ+1
� p�
ν=1
A0,νu
(x0 − xi)(x0 − xν)
�
=
∂ũi
∂x0
− Iµ+1
A0,iu
(x0 − xi)2
−
�
1≤ν≤p, ν ̸=i
Iµ+1
�A0,ν(ui − uν)
xi − xν
�
and
∂ũi
∂xi
=
p�
ν=1
Ai,0 + µδi,ν
xi − x0
ũν +
�
1≤ν≤p, ν ̸=i
A0,ν(ũi − ũν)
xi − xν
+
�
1≤ν≤p, ν ̸=i
Ai,ν ũi
xi − xν
.(7.9)
Example 7.4. Note that the convolution of the KZ equation
(7.10) du =
3�
i=0
� �
ν∈{0,1,2,3}\{i}
Ci,ν
xi − xν
�
udxi
is given by Definition 7.3, which has the generator ũ.
For i = 0 or i = 3 we have
∂u
∂xi
=
� Ai,1
xi − x1
+
Ai,2
(xi − x1)(xi − x2)
+
Ai,3−i
xi − x3−i
�
u(7.11)
=
� Ci,1
xi − x1
+
Ci,2
xi − x2
+
Ci,3−i
xi − x3−i
�
u.
Here
Ci,1 = Ai,1 +
Ai,2
x1 − x2
, Ci,2 =
Ai,2
x2 − x1
, Ci,3−i = Ai,3−i, û = T û,
S =
⎛
⎝
1 0 0
1 x2 − x1 0
0 0 1
⎞
⎠ , T := S−1 =
⎛
⎝
1 0 0
1
x1−x2
1
x2−x1 0
0 0 1
⎞
⎠ .
We rewrite the convolution according to the generator ũ defined in §5 for the
ordinary differential equation (7.11) with i = 0. Hence
∂û
∂x2
= Â3(x)û with Â3(x) = T
� C̃3,0
x3 − x0
+
C̃3,1
x3 − x1
+
C̃3,2
x3 − x2
�
S.
Putting
Â3(x) =
Â3,0
x3 − x0
+
Â3,1
x3 − x1
+
Â3,2
(x3 − x1)(x3 − x2)
,
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we have
Â3,0 = TC̃0,3S = Â0,3 =
⎛
⎝
0 0 0
0 0 0
A0,1 A0,2 A0,3 + µ
⎞
⎠ ,
Â3,1 = T
�
C̃3,1 + C̃3,2
�
S
= T
⎛
⎝
C3,1 + C3,2 + C3,0 0 −C3,0
0 C3,1 + C3,2 + C3,0 −C3,0
−C1,0 −C2,0 C3,1 + C3,2 + C1,0 + C2,0
⎞
⎠S
=
⎛
⎝
A3,1 +A3,0 0 −A3,0
0 A3,1 +A3,0 0
−A1,0 −A2,0 A3,1 +A1,0
⎞
⎠ ,
Â3,2 = T
�
(x2 − x1)C̃3,2
�
S = (x2 − x1)T
⎛
⎝
C3,2 0 0
0 C3,2 + C3,0 −C3,0
0 −C2,0 C3,2 + C2,0
⎞
⎠S
=
⎛
⎝
A3,2 0 0
A3,0 A3,2 + (x2 − x1)A0,3 −A0,3
−A2,0 (x1 − x2)A0,2 A3,2 +A0,2
⎞
⎠ .
Hence Â3,j(x) holomorphically depend on the difference of (x1, x2) if so are A3,j(x).
Next we examine an example which regards an irregular singular point as a
variable. Put (x, x1, x2, x3) = (x, y + e1, y + e2, x3) for the equation (7.10) and fix
x0, x3, e1 and e2 as constants. Then the Pfaffian system (7.10) equals
du =
C01u
x1 − x0
dx1 +
C12u
x1 − x2
dx1 +
C13u
x1 − x3
dx1 +
C02u
x2 − x0
dx2 +
C12u
x2 − x1
dx2 +
C23u
x2 − x3
dx2
=
C01u
y + e1 − x0
dy +
C13u
y + e1 − x3
dy +
C02u
y + e2 − x0
dy +
C23u
y + e2 − x3
dy
=
�
i∈{0,3}
� Ci1 + Ci2
y + e1 − xi
− s21Ci2
(y + e1 − xi)(y + e2 − xi)
�
udy with s21 = e2 − e1
and Definition 7.3 implies
dũ =
�
�
C01+µ C02 C03
C01 C02+µ C03
0 0 0
�
y + e1 − x0
−
s21
�
0 0 0
C01 C02+µ C03
0 0 0
�
(y + e1 − x0)(y + e2 − x0)
+
�
C03+C13+C23 0 −C03
0 C03+C13+C23 −C03
−C01 −C02 C01+C02+C03
�
y + e1 − x3
−
s21
�
C23 0 0
0 C23+C03 −C03
0 −C02 C23+C02
�
(y + e1 − x3)(y + e2 − x3)
�
ũdy.
For simplicity we allow to denote Cij and Aij in place of Ci,j and Ai,j , respectively,
if we do not expect any confusion. Put
A1i = Ci1 + Ci2, A2,i = −s21Ci2 (i = 0, 3) and S =
(
1 0 0
1 s21 0
0 0 1
)
.
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Using û = S−1ũ, we have
dû =
�
i∈{0,3}
� Â1,i
y + e1 − xi
− Â2,i
(y + e1 − xi)(y + e2 − xi)
�
ûdy
with
Â10 =
⎛
⎝
A01 + µ A02 A03
0 µ 0
0 0 0
⎞
⎠ , Â20 =
⎛
⎝
0 0 0
A01 + µ A02 + (e2 − e1)µ A03
0 0 0
⎞
⎠ ,(7.12)
Â13 =
⎛
⎝
A13 +A03 0 −A03
0 A13 +A03 0
−A01 −A02 A13 +A01
⎞
⎠ ,(7.13)
Â23 =
⎛
⎝
A23 0 0
A03 A23 + (e2 − e1)A03 −A03
−A02 −(e2 − e1)A02 A23 +A02
⎞
⎠ .(7.14)
Combining this result with Example 7.4 we have the following example.
Example 7.5. The convolution of the versal KZ equation
(7.15)
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∂u
∂x0
=
� A0,1
x0 − x1
+
A0,2
(x0 − x1)(x0 − x1 − e2)
+
A0,3
x0 − x3
�
u,
∂u
∂x1
=
� A1,0
x1 − x0
− A2,0
(x1 − x0)(x1 − x0 + e2)
+
A1,3
x1 − x3
− A2,3
(x1 − x3)(x1 − x3 + e2)
�
u,
∂u
∂x3
=
� A3,0
x3 − x0
+
A3,1
x3 − x1
+
A3,2
(x3 − x1)(x3 − x1 − e2)
�
u
with
(7.16) Ai,j = Aj,i (0 ≤ i < j ≤ 3)
is obtained by replacing (u,Ai,j) by (û, Âi,j) in (7.15), where Âi,j satisfy the same
relation as (7.16) and are given by (7.12), (7.13), (7.14) with e1 = 0 and
(7.17) Â03 =
⎛
⎝
0 0 0
0 0 0
A01 A02 A03 + µ
⎞
⎠ .
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If Ai,j are complex numbers, the above convolution gives the equation of Ap-
pell’s F1 and its confluence.
Putting x3 = a
−1, the generator u of the Pfaffian system (7.10) satisfies
∂u
∂x0
=
� C0,1
x0 − x1
+
C0,2
x0 − x2
+
C0,3
x0 − a−1
�
u =
� A0,1
x0 − x1
+
A0,2
x0 − x2
− A0,3
1− ax0
�
u,
∂u
∂x1
=
� C1,0
x1 − x0
+
C1,2
x1 − x2
+
C1,3
x1 − a−1
�
u =
� A1,0
x1 − x0
+
A1,2
x1 − x2
− A1,3
1− ax1
�
u,
A0,2 = C0,2, Ai,1−i = Ci,1−i, A03 = aC0,3 (i = 0, 1).
Put S = Diag(1, 1, a) and û = Sũ with the generator ũ of the convolution of the
system (7.10) and
∂û
∂x1
=
� Â1,0
x1 − x0
+
Â1,2
x1 − x2
− Â1,3
1− ax1
�
û.
Then we have
Â10 = S
−1
⎛
⎝
C01 + µ C02 C03
0 0 0
0 0 0
⎞
⎠S =
⎛
⎝
A01 + µ A02 A03
0 0 0
0 0 0
⎞
⎠ ,(7.18)
Â12 = S
−1
⎛
⎝
C12 + C02 −C02 0
−C01 C12 + C01 0
0 0 C12
⎞
⎠S =
⎛
⎝
A12 +A02 −A02 0
−A01 A12 +A01 0
0 0 A12
⎞
⎠ ,(7.19)
Â13 = aS
−1
⎛
⎝
C13 + C03 0 −C03
0 C13 0
−C01 0 C13 + C01
⎞
⎠S =
⎛
⎝
A13 +A03 0 −aA03
0 A13 0
−A01 0 A13 + aA01
⎞
⎠ .(7.20)
Thus we have the following example.
Example 7.6. The convolution of the KZ equation
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∂u
∂x0
=
� A0,1
x0 − x1
+
A0,2
x0 − x2
− A0,3
1− ax0
�
u,
∂u
∂x1
=
� A1,0
x1 − x0
+
A1,2
x1 − x2
− A1,3
1− ax1
�
u,
∂u
∂x2
=
� A2,0
x2 − x0
+
A2,1
x1 − x2
− A2,3
1− ax2
�
u,
(7.21)
Ai,j = Aj,i (0 ≤ i < j ≤ 3)
is obtained by replacing (u,Ai,j) by (û, Âi,j). Here Âi,j are given by (7.18), (7.19),
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(7.20) and
Â02 =
⎛
⎝
0 0 0
A01 + µ A02 A03
0 0 0
⎞
⎠ , Â03 =
⎛
⎝
0 0 0
0 0 0
A01 A02 A03 + aµ
⎞
⎠ ,
Â23 =
⎛
⎝
A23 0 0
0 A23 +A03 −aA03
0 −A02 A23 + aA02
⎞
⎠ .
Remark 7.7. If Ai,j are complex numbers in (7.21), the above convolution
gives the equation of Appell’s F1 and its confluence, which corresponds to the
convolution in Example 7.5 by the correspondence x �→ 1x−x1 + x1.
The following example have two irregular singular points.
Example 7.8. We examine the extension of the rigid equation (1.2) with
p = 2, r0 = 1, r1 = 2 and r2 = 3, namely,
du
dx
=
� 2�
ν=1
A0,ν
(x− x1)ν
+
3�
ν=1
A0,ν+2
(x− x2)ν
�
u.
Then the extension is
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∂u
∂x0
=
� 2�
ν=1
A0,ν
(x0 − x1)ν
+
3�
ν=1
A0,ν+2
(x0 − x2)ν
�
u,
∂u
∂x1
=
� 2�
ν=1
(−1)ν−1Aν,0
(x1 − x0)ν
+
4�
ν=1
A1,ν+2
(x1 − x2)ν
�
u,
∂u
∂x2
=
� 3�
ν=1
(−1)ν−1Aν+2,0
(x2 − x0)ν
+
4�
ν=1
(−1)ν−1Aν+2,1
(x2 − x1)ν
�
u,
(7.22)
Ai,j = Aj,i
with x0 = x, which is obtained by successive applications of middle convolutions
and additions to the trivial equation. It is calculated through the convolution of
the above equation given by
Â01 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
A01 + µ A02 A03 A04 A05
0 µ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, Â02 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0 0
A01 + µ A02 A03 A04 A05
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
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Â03 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
A01 A02 A03 + µ A04 A05
0 0 0 µ 0
0 0 0 0 µ
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, Â04 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
A01 A02 A03 + µ A04 A05
0 0 0 µ 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
Â05 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
A01 A02 A03 + µ A04 A05
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
Â13 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
A13 +A03 0 −A03 −A0,4 −A05
0 A13 +A03 0 0 0
−A01 −A02 A13 +A01 0 0
0 0 0 A13 +A01 A02
0 0 0 0 A13 +A01
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
Â14 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
A14 +A04 0 −A04 −A05 0
−A03 A14 +A04 A03 A04 A05
A02 0 A14 −A02 0 0
−A01 −A02 A14 +A01 −A02 0
0 0 0 A01 A14 −A02
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
Â15 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
A15 +A05 0 −A05 0 0
−2A04 A15 +A05 2A04 2A05 0
0 0 A15 0 0
2A02 0 −2A02 A15 0
−A01 −A02 A01 −2A02 A15
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, Â16 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
A16 0 0 0 0
−3A05 A16 3A05 0 0
0 0 A16 0 0
0 0 0 A16 0
3A02 0 −3A02 0 A16
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
This result is obtained by the versal unfolding and its extension to a KZ equation
explained in this section. Here we only give the result restricting the parameters
of the equation with irregular singularities. The explicit expression of the versal
unfolding of the system such as (7.22) is a little complicated in general, which is
calculated by the function mcvm() in [17].
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